SpaGuard®
OXIDIZER

Enhanced Shock

For Spas & Hot Tubs
Produces clear, sparkling spa water.
Easy to use.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Sodium dichloro-s-triazinetrione...........................................58.2%
OTHER INGREDIENTS:..........................................................41.8%
TOTAL INGREDIENTS:.........................................................100.0%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER
See back panel for First Aid and additional precautionary statements.

BIO-LAB, INC., P.O. BOX 300002, LAWRENCEVILLE, GA 30049 USA

NET WEIGHT: 2 lb (907 g)
SPA AND HOT TUB OXIDIZER: This easy to use multi-purpose shock is specially formulated to destroy eye irritants and reduce unpleasant odors. It is designed to correct most cloudy conditions and restore spa water sparkle. It is compatible with ozone systems. This product enhances water clarity. Special ingredients aid the filter in removing small suspended particles to further enhance water clarity. This product dissolves quickly and completely, No premixing is required. In water temperatures less than 70°F, brush after application to speed dissolving. Do not allow undissolved material to lie in contact with bleachable surfaces. This product is pH neutral and usage will not upset spa water balance. May be used with chlorinating, ozone, brominating, and ionization systems. It is formulated for use with all types of spa surfaces. DO NOT use in spas sanitized with biguanides. This product is not a sanitizer or algicide. To sanitize your spa or for removal of algae, use the appropriate BioGuard product.

⚠️ Do NOT mix this product directly with any other shock products or spa chemicals, as violent reactions could occur. This product must be applied from the bottle directly into the spa water. DO NOT pre-dissolve this product.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in any manner inconsistent with its labeling. Read entire label and use strictly in accordance with precautionary statements and directions.

1. Test and adjust spa water pH to 7.2 - 7.6 prior to application of this product. 2. Apply product when spa is not in use. 3. Apply product at a rate of 3 tablespoons per 500 gallons. 4. With pump in operation, apply the entire treatment dosage at one time. Broadcast across water’s surface. 5. Apply directly to spa water only. Do not add through a skimmer or any automatic dispensing device. 6. Add this product at least once a week. Additional applications are recommended after periods of heavy spa usage, significant rainfall or the appearance of cloudy water.

TEST CHLORINE OR BROMINE LEVEL PRIOR TO RE-ENTRY. DO NOT RE-ENTER SPA UNTIL YOUR TEST KIT READING INDICATES A CHLORINE LEVEL OF 5 PPM OR LESS OR BROMINE LEVEL OF 8 PPM OR LESS.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: Keep this product dry in original tightly closed container when not in use. Store in a cool, dry, well ventilated area away from heat or open flame. If product becomes damp, discard, following instructions for contamination under Physical or Chemical Hazards. CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer for recycling, if available. Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS: DANGER: Corrosive: Causes irreversible eye damage. Do not breathe dust; may be harmful if inhaled, harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. Causes skin irritation. Prolonged or frequently repeated skin contact may cause allergic reactions in some individuals. Wear protective eyewear (safety glasses). Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling product. Remove contaminated clothing and wash clothing before reuse.

FIRST AID: IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5-10 minutes. Continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance. Then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Wash skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. IN CASE OF MEDICAL EMERGENCY, CALL 1-877-800-5953.

Note to Physician: Protrable medical damage may occur from the use of gas to the brain.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS: CONTAINS OXIDIZING AGENTS. Do not mix with other chemicals or any other substance, DO NOT pre-dissolve or add water to this product. Always apply directly into the spa. Contamination of this product with small amounts of water or other substances may start a chemical reaction and generate heat, hazardous gas, possible fire and explosion. In case of contamination or decomposition, do not reuse container. Isolate container in open air or well-ventilated area. Flood container and area with large volumes of water. In case of spills, sweep up and place product in spa water. Then flood spilled area with large volumes of water.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesticide is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms.

NOTE: Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

EPA REG. No. 5185-475
EPA EST. No. 5185-GA-1

Visit SpaGuard's Internet Web site at www.spaguard.com or phone 800-932-5943
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